Advancement in Information Retrieval Module for Retrieving Learning Materials Based on Online Examination System
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Abstract—The retrieval module retrieves the web page which contain the required learning material according to the student’s category. Personalized search for student at helping student to find relevant information according to their preferences. Information retrieval technique of the system, which uses the knowledge of student’s requirement and understanding level to identify the relevant documents from web. We present a system basically designed for student’s, which retrieve study material understandable to them from its repository and also provide facility of accessing the relevant study material from the web.

The World Wide Web is revolutionizing the way people access information, and has opened up new possibilities in areas such as education, general and scientific information dissemination and retrieval. The web is a potentially large digital library. The revolution that the web has brought to information access is not so much due to the availability of information (huge amounts of information has long been available in libraries and elsewhere), but rather the increased efficiency of accessing information on-line, which can make previously impractical tasks practical. The computer based education systems can be made more useful and flexible by incorporating access of educational material from web apart from its own repository.
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1. INTRODUCTION:

Search engines are the basic tool of the internet, from which related information can be collected according to the specified query or keyword given by the user, and are extremely popular for recurrently used sites [6].

The remarkable development of information on the Web has forced new challenges for the construction of effective Retrieving Learning Materials Based on Online Examination System for student. Generally The input to the search engine is the keyword and it searches the whole World Wide Web to provide the relevant information to the user [21].
Figure 1: various access layers in data storage

Fundamentally, in studying how a search can be personalized, the most significant thing is to accurately identify student’s requirement. Most of student’s are likely to use only a few keywords to convey their information requirements, and thus the search queries usually do not correspond to what the student want specifically. In addition, with the huge development of the information presented on the Web, it is very complicated for a search engine to satisfy the user information requirement only with a short ambiguous query. To overcome such a basic difficulty of information retrieval, personalized search for student, which is to provide the customized search results to each student, is a very promising solution [2].

One way to know the knowledge level to take examination. The Student’s will appear in the examination and the knowledge level of the student can be judged based on the examination result. Information is retrieved from www (world wide web) according to the requirement and knowledge level of student’s [15]. We have developed a system which provide learning material from world wide web (WWW) according to the knowledge level of students. The system consists of an online examination module and a retrieval module. The examination module takes examination and the examination result reflects the student’s knowledge level based on the knowledge level, the student is categorized. The knowledge level categories are :-

1. Advanced
2. Intermediate
3. Basic

Based on the category search in made and search results are provided to the student knowledge level. Examination Module of the system can be independently be used for taking online examination [10].

**Aim and applications:**

The main aim of this project is to help the student to assess his/her performance in particular subject and searching learning material from the web. This system can be user in large organization or institute as an examination purpose where it is not feasible to do manual work[18].

### 2. RELATED WORK

To access information if a student use general purpose search engine, in response to a given query, it retrieves documents based on the keywords present in the query and in many cases it comes up with many documents that contain the keywords but are not relevant to the student’s interest.

**Features:**

Secure: allow only valid users to access the system obtained based on the knowledge level of the student.
Easy to use: Provides a user-friendly testing environment.

Reliable and accurate: should work effectively in tremendous rush and must give the perfect calculation and perfect score in kind of damn situation

No need of examiner: with online testing, to take online examination and no need of any examiner. There is Personalized searching provide personalized Search results.

**Objective and Goal:**

The main objective of this work is to provide easy assessment tool and personalize search.

*These are the following objective of this work:*  
- To develop conceptual, logical and physical model for the system .
- To implement the physical model.
- To develop Graphical User Interface (GUI) as per convenience of the user.
- To document our efforts and analysis in a proper comprehensible manner.

*The main goal of this work is as follow:*  
- To make a responsive, easy to operate, fast and efficient retrieval of information as per the students requirement
- To make a database that is consistent, reliable and secure.
- To perform a thorough analysis of working of the whole System.
- To provide correct, complete, ongoing information.
- To develop a well-organized information storage system.
- To make good documentation so as to facilitate possible future enhancements.

**Flexibility:**

System is flexible enough to incorporate new features and set of rules in future implementations. The user is facilitated to view and make entries in the forms. Validations are provided in each field to avoid inconsistent or invalid entry in the databases. Some forms consists Hyper Links, which provides further details. Reports screen contains text boxes and drop down lists, so that reports can be produced[24].

**Security:**

Application will allow only valid users to access the system. Access to any application resource will depend upon user’s designation. There are two types of users namely Administrator and Student. Security is based upon the individual user ID and Password.

**Maintainability:**

The installation and operation manual of the developed system will be provided to the user.

**Availability:**

Web project, it is easily available to all the users of the system and they can access it from various locations.

**Reliability:**

Information Retrieval Module For Retrieving Learning Materials Based on Online Examination System should be reliable. It should keep secure all the information regarding to Student, search, Questions and Results. The system must give the perfect calculation and perfect score in kind of damn situation. The Particular score must be listed in to the particular user only; there should not be any kind of data integrity or other problem between Administrator, and Student.
Efficiency:

Information Retrieval Module For Retrieving Learning Materials Based on Online Examination System should be efficient enough to meet all kinds of requirements as required by the Administrator and Student. The system should not hang or lose its efficiency in any kind of worse conditions. It should provide the correct output in all manners.

Online examination, Once students register for the test, it will be held at the set time answers will be stored for each student in the database System. Tests will be conducted in a strict time constraints and the time duration of the test for a student will depend upon the set time duration [9].

Scope:

Scope of this project is very broad. Few of them are:-

- This can be used in educational institutions.
- Based on the test result, searching of learning material from web is obtained.

The Personalized Search has following features

1. Analysis will be very easy in proposed system as it is automated Result will be very precise and accurate and will be declared in very short span of time.
2. Calculation and evaluations are done by the simulator itself.
3. The logs of appeared candidates and their marks are stored and can be backup for future use.

System Overview:

The system has following stages

- Login
- Test
- Result
- Searching
- Uploading

Student detail like,

- Name
- Class
- Subject, which he is interested to study.
- Topic, which he is interested to study.

Login: Interface has been developed. A user can login using user ID and password. Once a user logged into the system, the system will ask about the very simple graphical user login window.
**Test:** Test page is the most creative and important page in this project. It consists of 2 modules namely:

**Subject selection:** From the given choices the candidate can select his field (like C, C++ and JAVA etc) for taking on with the test.

**Utilities:** It includes Skip and come back to the question afterwards if needed. Gives the list of attempted and unattempted questions and can go to any question directly and can either attempt or change the answer of the already attempted question.

3. **PROPOSED WORK**

**Information of knowledge structure:**

Knowledge level: before the student loads the system, the system set a multiple choice exam test which will evaluate the student’s knowledge level. The result of online test is the grade of student’s knowledge level.

Based on the score student is catergozied as

1. Beginner
2. Intermediate
3. Advance

Based on classification we help a student use the resources better.

**Extractable features:**

We normalize the data before classification

1. Total number of correct answers.
2. Getting the problem right on the first try.
3. Total time spent on the problem regardless of whether they got the correct answer or not (Difference between time of the last submission and the first time the problem was examined.

It is an effective way to evaluate a student’s skill or knowledge level compared to the expected skill or knowledge. Our goal is to design such a student model which should be able to provide the system with all the required information.

4. **PROPOSED ALGORITHM**

Student categorization (student_id,x,y,z)

\{
X=number of question corrected in first attempt.
Y=number of question corrected in second attempt.
Z=number of question corrected in third attempt.
Where
X<=50, y<=50-x and z<=50-x-y
Classification:
If(m>=200) then student will be put under advance category
Else
If(m>=150)then student will be put under intermediatory category
Else
Student is categorize beginner
\}

Example:
Let there are total 50 questions are to be asked and 5 marks awarded if it is attempted in first attempt.
3 marks awarded if it is attempted in second attempt.
1 marks will be awarded if it is attempted in third attempt.
Total marks m=5*x+3*y+1*z

There we can also consider the time taken by the student to solve the test and according to that some marks can also be awarded such that student who taken less time
can be awarded some more marks over the student who taken more time.

Assuming time taken by several students are T1,T2,T3..................,T100

Let there are 100 students

Average time=T1+T2+T3+T4+......................+T100/100

\[
T_{avg\ time} = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} T_i
\]

Now calculating standard deviation for student’s

\[
\sigma_1 = T_{avg\ time} - T_1
\]

\[
\sigma_2 = T_{avg\ time} - T_2
\]

\[
\sigma_3 = T_{avg\ time} - T_3
\]

\[
\sigma_n = T_{avg\ time} - T_n
\]

Assuming there \( \sigma_n = T_{avg\ time} - T_n \) is a marks factor

Let

\( \Delta = 10 \) Now marks awarded to particular student according to time taken by solving the question=\( \sigma_n/T_{avg\ time}*\Delta \)

Now marks awarded into first student= \( \sigma_1/T_{avg\ time}*\Delta \)

Marks awarded into second student=\( \sigma_2/T_{avg\ time}*\Delta \)

Marks awarded into third student=\( \sigma_3/T_{avg\ time}*\Delta \)

Now total marks awarded to first student=marks obtained according total number of question solve + marks obtained according to time taken solve the question

\( (5*x+3*y+z)+\sigma_n/T_{avg\ time}*\Delta \)

Example: T1,T2,T3,T4,T5 .......

Case1:

X=20 correct in first time try

X=10 correct in second time try

X=5 correct in third time try

Total time taken(assume)=35 minutes solve these question

Marks=20*5+10*3+5*1

=135 marks

Case2:

X=15 correct in first time try

X=10 correct in second time try

X=5 correct in third time try

Total time taken(assume)=30 minutes solve these question

Marks=15*5+10*3+5*1

=110 marks

Case3:

X=10 correct in first time try

X=10 correct in second time try

X=5 correct in third time try

Total time taken(assume)=25 minutes solve these question

Marks=10*5+10*3+5*1

=85 marks

Case 4 :

X=20 correct in first time try

X=20 correct in second time try

X=5 correct in third time try
Total time taken(assume)=45 minutes solve these question

Marks=20*5+20*3+5*1

\[ T_{avg.\ time}=40+25+30+45/4 \]
\[ =140/4 \]
\[ =35 \]

\[ \sigma_1=T_{avg.\ time}-T_1 \]
\[ \sigma_1=35-40 \]
\[ \sigma_1=-5(10)=-50+135=130 \text{ marks (beginner student)} \]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Online</th>
<th>Beginner</th>
<th>Intermediate</th>
<th>Advance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Marks (m)</td>
<td>m&lt;150</td>
<td>m&gt;=150</td>
<td>m&gt;=200</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It is an effective way to evaluate a student's skill or knowledge level. Our goal is to design such a student model which should be able to provide the system with all the required information.

The comparison of the average score and students score indicate the students knowledge level or skills.

**4. CONCLUSION**

Information Retrieval Module For Retrieving Learning Materials Based on online examination process by automating various activities in an examination. These all activities depend upon a online test which is structured collection of questions and it is used for selecting questions for a test and evaluation of the answers given to the students.

**5. FUTURE WORK**

The personalized search for student created for taking examiner test and searching has following features:

- In comparison to the present system the proposed system will be less time consuming and is more efficient.
- Analysis will be very easy in proposed system as it is automated
- Result will be very precise and accurate and will be declared in very short span of time because Calculation and evaluations are done by the simulator itself.
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